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Community/Communities 

‘The process of communication is in fact the process of community: the sharing of common 
meanings, and thence common activities and purposes; the offering, reception and comparison of 
new meanings, leading to the tensions and achievements of growth and change’ 

         Raymond Williams, 1958.64 

What is community? 
Raymond Williams’ (1958) definition of community as something dynamic and moving from 
sharing what’s common, to making offers, to ‘growth and change’ would seem a perfect starting 
point for anyone engaged with participatory practice. Communities have often been defined in 
terms of groups of people sharing a place, interest or identity. The McMillan and Chavis (1986)65 
definition builds on the notion of community involving the capacity to effect change.  It includes 
four elements: 

• Membership – a feeling of belonging or relatedness; 

• Influence – a sense of mattering or making a difference to a group and the group mattering to 
its members; 

• Reinforcement –integration and fulfilment of needs through membership of the group and its 
resources; and 

• Shared emotional connection – the commitment and belief that members have shared and will 
share history, common places, and time together, and similar experiences. 

Participatory arts projects have traditionally focused on particular ‘communities’, or groups of 
participants: a set of people Prentkl and Preston, in the Applied Theatre Reader, suggest might be 
defined as sharing ‘certain common denominators, be these geographical, racial, experiential or 
circumstantial’66.  In a context where these communities are often labelled as ‘disadvantaged’, 
‘marginalised’ or ‘excluded’, it is difficult to avoid the relationship between artist/arts organisations 
and communities being seen as what White and Robson (in their piece on the Happy Hearts 
Lanterns project in Gateshead) identify as a ‘deficit’ rather than an ‘asset’ model.67   In the public 
health field ‘deficit’ is understood as something ‘focused on the problems and needs of 
communities to be addressed’ rather than ‘the community’s capability and capacity to identify 
problems and activate their own solutions.’68 This is a relationship Claire Bishop suggests too 
easily leads to ‘a world of hand-wringing practitioners easily satisfied with the feeling of ‘doing 
good’ in a community’69: noting elsewhere her concern with the, ‘instrumentalisation of people 
[...] with very particular economic or ethnic backgrounds’ in order to deliver government inclusion 
agendas.   
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In the US, where Shannon Jackson explains that even the notion of ‘prioritised public funding [is] 
laughable70’, this tension can sometimes seem ‘hard to fathom’, citing the UK diversion of public 
funding into ‘the national image-making for the Olympics’ as evidence of what can happen for her 
US audience.   Jackson goes on to make it clear that many US participatory artists share an anxiety 
that their work with particular communities is similarly being funded to ‘pick up the pieces of US 
educational, health and welfare systems’, supposedly offering, ‘therapeutic rehabilitation, 
temporary pride or imaginative escape in once-a-week artistic visits.’ 

Creating Community 
Helguera proposes, in his chapter on ‘Community’ in Education for Socially Engaged Art71 that 
community is not fixed.  It is rather in the creation or building of community between professional 
artist/s and non-professional participants that the success of a participatory project might be 
measured. This community, he proposes, is what Rancière would describe as ‘an emancipated’ 
community of ‘narrators and translators’72.  A community where, ‘participants willingly engage in a 
dialogue from which they extract enough critical and experiential wealth to walk away feeling 
enriched.’  In this kind of community, he argues, the artist ‘cannot disappear’ but recognises ‘the 
value individuals bring to the collaboration’, creating frameworks in which each puts their ‘own 
expertise and interests to use’ and is equally valued. 

For, with or by communities? 
In considering how we might categorise the different ways in which we engage with the 
communities we work with, Prentki and Preston73 (2008), propose distinguishing clearly between 
projects that are ‘for’, ‘with’ or ‘by’ our participants, identifying: 

• Theatre ‘for’ a community: A piece created for a particular audience or community group 
often drawing on their experiences and stories; 

• Theatre ‘with’ a community:  A ‘process-based’ piece of work involving participants in a 
creative exploration that may or may not lead to a presentation to a wider audience; and 

• Theatre ‘by’ a community:  Where the community make and perform theatre themselves, 
possibly to communicate to a specific audience or relate to a specific setting.  

Although speaking specifically about theatre practice, these terms would seem useful in looking at 
the kind of relationship we intend to have with our participants.  Work undertaken ‘for’ the 
community often suggest arts organisations understand their needs better than the very people 
they want to engage with. Like White and Hope’s ‘deficit and asset’ model, or Bishop’s image of 
artists as ‘hand-wringing do-gooders,’ such an approach is in grave danger of creating a sense of 
arts institutions being seriously out of touch with anyone other than the more privileged audiences 
they already serve. 

It is this need to shift this relationship between many arts institutions and the communities that 
make up their backyard, that Doug Borwick focuses on in his introduction to, ‘Building 
Communities not Audiences: the Future of the Arts in the USA’ (2012). Taking a critical view of 
what he sees as the damaging disconnection between many arts organisations and their 
communities, he highlights the concept of ‘outreach’, a word he suggests already ‘ implies an 
unequal relationship’ in which the ‘outreacher’ is central to what is being offered and those 
‘reached’ are ‘peripheral and in need of service.’ By putting the focus on audience development, 
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he intimates, many arts organisations are denying themselves and their community the possibility 
for a new kind of engagement: rooted in ‘reciprocal’ and ‘mutually beneficial relationships74’.  

The pressing need for the arts to embed themselves more firmly within their communities, 
through participatory work and community engagement, forms the central argument of Borwick’s 
influential book.   Although clearly based in US realities, it underlines the fact that, ‘deep 
engagement within community’ is not only one of the markers of an arts organisation that is 
flourishing, but is also one of the few ways to develop resilience and sustainability for both 
communities and arts organisations in difficult times.  

Communities, as Borwick concludes, ‘do not exist to serve the arts: the arts exist to serve 
communities.’ 
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